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ABSTRACT 

This thesis analyzes two methods for mitigating connector parasitics in high 

speed, multiple printed circuit board, digital interconnects. In these methods, basic 

engineering approaches are employed to calculate compensating parasitics to add to the 

interconnect. Simulations provide correlation to prove the effectiveness of these 

techniques. 

One method, Complex Conjugation, uses complex mathematics in an array of 

formulas to calculate the complex compensation needed for the channel. This method 

gives a much more in-depth analysis of losses and phase relationships between current 

and voltage. In contrast, the second, “Pot Hole” method is mathematically simple as well 

as straight forward to employ but ignores both losses and phase relationships. The 

complications created by the use of complex mathematics are avoided by this method, 

thus, allowing for faster solutions. The solutions have proven to provide identical 

parasitic compensation above certain frequencies.  

In the interest of design efficiency, the simpler “Pot Hole” method should be used 

as a standard design tool. Connector parasitic mitigation is not improved by the 

application of the Complex Conjugation methodology. As speed increases, the need to 

compensate for phase velocity mismatches and to account for all losses will become 

imperative. However, these should to be tracked in a separate analysis, using tools that 

are best suited for this purpose. 

This thesis proves that the use of Complex Conjugation is not required to 

compensate for connector parasitics. The decreased design time associated with this 

discovery can be used to reduce time to market, or allow time to further analyze other 
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aspects of the design. In either case, engineering efficiency will be improved, providing 

increased system reliability and increased profit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Modern electronic systems are increasingly dependent on high speed signaling. 

Escalating CPU speeds described in [1], the expansion of high-speed networks, and the 

increasing number of connected appliances are driving up the aggregate data throughput 

required. Inter-chip connections can stymie the performance of a system if these 

connections are not optimized.   

To offset the requirement for increased throughput, many systems employ 

memory hierarchies to cope with the limitations of delivery mechanisms. In modern 

Personal Computers (PC’s), the memory hierarchy consists of three main levels of 

memory. The slowest of these three levels is hard drive storage. The middle ground is the 

Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM). The fastest memory is the cache memory 

located on the same silicon die as the CPU. Systems will remain efficient only as long as 

the cache hit rate and miss latency are sufficient to prevent the CPU from stalling and 

waiting for data, as fully described in [2].  

This CPU stalling can be prevalent during MPEG encoding of video. Cache 

memory exploits temporal and spatial locality of the data. When applications do not 

adhere to normal patterns of time and space, the efficiency of the cache is greatly 

reduced. The video paging process, in most modern systems, is a linear representation of 

the pixels on the screen. This linear representation streamlines the memory access 

necessary for the graphics processor to retrieve and display pixels. The MPEG 

compression algorithm operates on blocks of video data that are non-linear with respect 

to the memory locations where they are stored. It then takes advantage of temporal and 

spatial redundancies at a sixteen by sixteen pixel video block level. Fig. 1 shows the 

differences between the linear address increments used by the graphics controller and the 
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block level access used by the MPEG encoder. These memory accesses will keep the 

cache from anticipating the next location needed. Processing of non-linear video blocks 

severely degrades cache efficiency and reduces the throughput of the system. 

 

Fig. 1. MPEG non-linear vs. Graphics linear memory access where w is the width of the 

display (and the display buffer). 

Throughput and speed are not the only considerations when designing a system. 

There is also a need in the market place to support flexible systems. As a result, it may 

not make economic sense to develop large single purpose systems. Modularizing systems 

in to multiple Printed Circuit Boards (PCB’s) is one way of achieving this necessary 

flexibility. Each individual PCB may house different functional blocks, allowing a 

modular system, suitable for multiple applications. The signals travel between PCB’s by 

way of connectors and or cables.      
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To reduce system dependency on cache efficiency, the busses must operate at 

higher frequencies. To maintain system flexibility, the system must be modularized by 

using multiple PCB’s. This has driven the need to transport high frequency data transfer 

across circuits containing multiple PCB’s, connectors, and cables.  

At the frequencies that the signals need to switch, the interconnection system 

often exhibits transmission line behavior. The system becomes physically long enough 

that the rise-time of the signal is small with respect to the physical length of travel [8]. It 

is imperative that the signal path, or channel, maintain uniform impedance, for the length 

of the signal path. Each time the signal passes through a change in impedance, some of 

the energy is transferred and some of the energy is reflected. These reflections manifest 

themselves as distortion on the signal, by the principle of superposition. In the time 

domain, the waveforms are distorted in amplitude as well as shifted in time. Due to both 

manufacturing tolerances and mismatched PCB/Connector impedance, the impedance of 

the channel will vary slightly at each connector and PCB interface. Some of the 

mismatches are mitigated by managing the discontinuities. Others will have to be 

tolerated. Thus, determining the optimal mitigation strategy is of particular interest to the 

engineering community.      

A. Motivation  

1) Problem Statement:   

Maintaining uniform transmission line impedance is crucial for signal integrity. 

This task is complicated when the signal must pass through various connectors and 

multiple PCB’s. This research will investigate methods of designing systems with 
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multiple PCB’s and connectors, as well as the methods for mitigating these impedance 

perturbations. 

2) Objective:   

The purpose of this research is to validate and expand current techniques of 

impedance matching for connectors and PCB’s. Using both simple impedance parasitic 

matching (“Pot Hole” method) and of conjugation of complex impedance parasitics 

(Complex Conjugation method), we will explore the efficacy of each method. We will 

recommend situations when one or the other is most appropriate. Then, we will validate 

these methods by simulating digital signals, PCB’s and connectors. The results will then 

be compared in terms of signal quality. 

3) Scope:  

This research investigates the limited area of high-speed digital design, concerned 

with PCB’s and connectors. Although this can be extrapolated to other systems, we will 

only study this particular case. 

4)  Assumptions:  

 This research consists of high speed interconnect system design followed by 

simulations of those high speed interconnect systems. These will be driven by a 

behavioral model of a typical high speed buffer. A commercially available connector will 

be chosen for the simulation. Current technology PCB’s will be modeled as well. 

5) Limitations:   

This research is limited to high speed interconnects using PCB’s and connectors. 

Although these techniques have applicability outside this environment, extrapolation of 

the simulation results beyond the limits set forth in this thesis is not recommended.  
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6) Contributions: 

This investigation uncovered that in the frequency ranges of interest, the two 

methods were equivalent. There are no differences between the “Pot Hole” solution and 

the Complex Conjugation solution for connector matching. As a result, there is no need to 

employ complex mathematics to solve the connector discontinuity issues. In the interest 

of engineering efficiency, the “Pot Hole” method is sufficient. The losses and phase 

differences at lower frequencies need to be tracked, but are of no consequence for 

connector impedance matching. 



II. BACKGROUND 

Impedance matching techniques are not new. Radio Engineers have been 

using them for years to match transmission lines to antennae for maximum power 

transfer [3]. This is illustrated by the use of matching networks to couple a reactive 

antenna to its transmission line, or matching the final stage amplifier to the 

transmission line impedance. In either case, matching is employed to mitigate 

standing waves on transmission lines that cause undesirable losses. These standing 

waves are nothing more than reflections on transmission lines, due to discontinuities 

or mismatched load impedances.  

Impedance matching in digital systems to mitigate imperfections in the 

transmission lines due to receiver loading was proposed by Johnson. This technique is 

in regular use [4]. The “Pot Hole” solution uses a ratio of impedances (k=Z1/Z0) 

signal velocities (v), and lengths (x) ((1) and Fig. 2) to calculate and design parasitics  

 ( )( )
( )

0
0

0

/
/

L

x v Z k
Z

x v
C

Z k

=
+

 (1) 

 

Fig. 2. PCB trace profile of capacitive load. 
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required to make the overall discontinuity response equivalent to the transmission 

line. This will “smooth out” the discontinuity and let the signal pass with minimum 

reflections, and signal loss, thus preserving the integrity of the signal. Given that the 

first example of this deals with adding a capacitive load on a bus, the circuit looks 

like Fig. 3. The inductors surrounding the lumped capacitance are created using a 

narrower trace than that of the surrounding transmission lines as shown in Fig. 2. If 

additional capacitance were required to compensate for an inductive load, there would 

be a wider trace to increase the capacitance, accordingly. 

 

Fig. 3. Capacitive load with equalizing parasitic inductance. 

Also noted in [4] are (2) and (3). These combined with (1) lead directly to the 

solution proposed by Mauritz [5], explained in the next paragraph.  

 0
xL Z k
v

=  (2) 

 
0

1xC
v Z k

=  (3) 

  Extending Johnson’s technique to deal with connectors when the parasitics 

do not match the targeted impedance of the surrounding PCB transmission line is a 

natural extension. Mauritz [5] proposed defining a local area to inspect, that would be 
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seen as a lumped entity by the signal. Within this area, all the parasitics need to be 

summed and calculated as a single lumped impedance (4). This impedance could then  

 0

'
'

L s
Z

C s
= ∑
∑

 (4) 

be matched to the surrounding PCB trace impedances by changing the trace 

characteristics in the local area. Once this was accomplished, the signal would not see 

a discontinuity in transmission line. We will refer to this method as the “Pot Hole” 

method, paying homage to Johnson’s original paper. 

The need for including the complex impedance calculations in impedance 

matching is proposed by Mellitz [6]. Extending Mauritz’s technique, we would now 

include all the losses associated with the transmission lines, and connector. To 

accomplish this, impedances are now treated as vector quantities, significantly 

increasing the difficulty of the mathematics required. Complex conjugation will be 

need to be employed for calculating the impedance, giving this method its 

designation. 

To verify our calculations, we rely on circuit simulation. SPICE has long been 

used to simulate circuits. The original SPICE, along with many of its newer variants, 

still lacks the ability to simulate accurately lossy transmission lines. The one 

exception is the commercial package HSPICE®. It supports W-element modeling of 

transmission lines and has a long history of correlation with coplanar (PCB) 
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transmission lines. For the purposes of this thesis, we will accept the HSPICE output 

as an accurate representation of the physical interconnects transient response.    

A. Lumped vs. Distributed 

In Johnson’s book [7] we are encouraged to analyze discontinuities as simple 

parasitic elements as long as their physical length is significantly less than the 

propagation delay shown in (5). This ratio is given as one sixth. This physical length  

 1
6

Trl
D

= <  (5) 

is a break over point. Circuits that are smaller than this length behave as a lumped 

entity. The effect of a signal is considered to be uniform and instantaneous over all 

surfaces, in the area being analyzed. Circuits that are larger than this behave like 

transmission lines or distributed response, with the reflection characteristics 

associated with wave propagation through the conductors. 

Expanding this to incorporate the physical properties of PCB’s gives us (6) 

[5]. Where c is the speed of light and εr is the permittivity of the surrounding 

insulator. 

 16

Trl

rc
ε

<
× ×

 (6) 
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B. Transmission Line Impedance 

Transmission lines are often represented and simulated as a chain of discrete 

elements that are under the above stated physical length and whose circuit model is 

shown in Fig. 4[9].    

 

Fig. 4 Transmission line section. 

If the transmission line were made of perfect conductors and insulators, R and 

G in Fig. 4, would be zero. When R and G are both zero, the transmission line is 

considered lossless and line impedance is shown in (7). 

 0
LZ
C

=  (7) 

R and G are not actually zero in PCB’s, but they are a function of the 

frequency of the signal being passed, and the material properties. At lower 

frequencies, these losses may be ignored, as their effect would be minimal. As 

industry developments require interconnects to pass higher frequencies, these losses 

must be taken into account.  

If we look at the specific case of PCB’s, we are given material properties of 

tanδ, εr, and µr . Tanδ is the tangent of the dielectric permittivity, which is actually a 

complex value. εr is the relative permittivity of the material with respect to ε0 
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(permittivity of free space, 1/36π * 10-9 F/m). µr is the relative permeability of the 

material, an indication of the material’s ability to allow expansion of magnetic waves. 

We also know the geometry of the traces, such as width (w), thickness (t), and height 

(h) shown in Fig. 5. One can use these values to calculate G and R.  

 

Fig. 5. PCB cross-section. 

Equation (8) calculates the conductivity (σ) in siemens per meter for a given 

insulator; at a given frequency, (ω is the angular velocity in rad/s (2πf)).  

 0tan rσ δ ω ε ε= × × ×  (8) 

G can be found by applying the formula in (9), where A is the area per unit 

length of the dielectric under the conductor, and h is the height of the signal line from 

the return path.  

 AG
h

σ= ×  (9) 

R represents the losses due to two factors. First, copper is not a perfect 

conductor. It has a small but finite resistance (Rdc). Second, as frequency increases the 

current tends to flow only in the outside parts of the conductor. This phenomenon is 

called skin-effect (Rac). Rdc and Rac are shown in (10), (11), and (12) below, where l is 
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length, w is width, ρ is the copper resistivity (1.72 x 10-8 Ω*m), µ0 is the permeability 

of free space (4π x 10-7 H/m),  µr is the relative permeability of the dielectric, and f is 

the frequency of the signal. 

 ac dcR R R= +  (10) 

 dc
lR

wt
ρ ×

=  (11) 

 
0 rl f

Rac
w

ρπµ µ×
=  (12) 

Losses, represented as R and G, effect the general impedance calculation. To 

accommodate losses, one must employ the complex form of the impedance shown in 

(13)[9]. 

 0
R j LZ
G j C

ω
ω

+
=

+
 (13) 

C. Bandwidth of Digital Signals 

In the calculations for transmission lines above, we often refer to frequency, 

stated directly or as the angular velocity ω. The digital world deals with square 

waves. At the theoretical limits, with rise times of zero, square waves are composed 

of an infinite number of frequencies [10] shown by (14) and Fig. 6.  

 
( )
( )0

cos 2 1
( ) ( 1)

2 1

nx

n

n w
y w

n=

+ ×⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= − ×
+∑  (14) 
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Fig. 6. Progression of frequency components to make a square wave. 

 
Fortunately, rise times are greater than zero, allowing us to limit our highest 

supported frequencies. We can calculate the bandwidth from some simple 

calculations based on the rise time of the signals involved. Bandwidth refers to the 

highest frequency required to recreate a square wave signal, and can be calculated 

using (15)[7]. 

 0.35
r

Bandwidth
T

=  (15) 

Note that the Bandwidth is not dependent on the switching frequency of the 

signal, but only its rise time, Tr.  



III. ANALYSIS 

The background introduced you to the two methods which we will analyze. 

Here we will employ them in a typical example high-speed channel. In subsequent 

sections we will simulate the design to verify the results. 

A. Circuitry 

A diagram of the circuit that we are investigating will anchor our discussion. 

Fig. 7 shows the driver on the right providing a signal to the first transmission line 

(PCB1). This transmission line terminates in a connector shown as its parasitic 

components: R1, L1, and C1. The second transmission line (PCB2) connects the 

signal to the receiver. This circuit describes a single high-speed channel connecting 

two PCB’s though a connector. Note that the connector parasitic section is the exact 

same circuit shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Circuit for analysis and simulation. 
 

B. “Pot Hole” Solution 

The example used to analyze this method is a high-speed channel with a 

connector and two PCB’s as was shown in Fig. 7. To illustrate this method we will 

use two PCB’s with microstrip traces designed to meet a 50Ω specification. The 

dielectrics assumed for the PCB’s construction will be a commercially available 
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fiberglass known as FR-4. A solver tool is needed to provide the physical parameters 

for the PCB traces. The Polar Instruments 8000 Quick Solver was used. This tool was 

selected because it allows us to start with some typical microstrip dimensions. It then 

optimizes the rest for a given impedance target. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Dimensions of the microstrip transmission line. 

 
The connector for this application is commercially available as well. It is a 

Tyco (AMP) AMPmodu® System 50 vertical header. The lumped constant model 

parasitics are in Table I. Note that the conductance associated with the dielectric 

losses is not known. Tracking, controlling, and guaranteeing this parameter would be 

a significant burden on the connector manufacture. As a result, it is rarely seen in 

connector specifications.  
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Table I 

PARASITIC PARAMETERS FOR AMPMODU SYSTEM 50 CONNECTOR 
PARAMETER VALUE 

  
RESISTANCE 10MΩ 

INDUCTANCE 5.05NH 

CAPACITANCE 1.11PF 

CONDUCTANCE UNKNOWN 

 

It can be seen that there will be a discontinuity between the impedance of the 

PCB transmission lines (Z0) and the connector (Zconnector) as shown in (16). The  

 0
5.05 67.5 (50 )
1.11connector

L nHZ Z
C pF

= = = ≠ Ω  (16) 

impedance of the connector is higher than that of the PCB’s. Capacitance must be 

increased to bring the interconnect impedance to the value of Z0 . Extending the 

general (7), we come to the solution shown in (17) and (18), requiring an additional 

 0 2 2

5.05 2.02
(50 )req

L L nHZ C pF
C Z

= ⇒ = = =
Ω

 (17) 

 2.02 1.11 0.910comp req connectorC C C pF pF pF= − = − =  (18) 

0.910 pF of capacitance. This capacitance can easily be implemented by proper 

design of the pad structure under the connector. 
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The “Pot Hole” solution shows the need for 0.910pF additional capacitance. 

This was simple and straightforward. Next, we will look at the Complex Conjugation 

solution. 

C. Complex Conjugation Solution 

First, we will establish a frequency limit and physical size limit for the 

solution. Second, we find the complex impedance of the PCB traces. After that we 

will match the impedance magnitude for the frequency. Once the match has been 

established we will look at other factors that could affect signal quality.  

The maximum frequency is determined by the fastest rise time that could be 

presented to the system. For our example, we have chosen to support 250ps rise 

times. We can use (15) to calculate the bandwidth required. Equation (19) shows that 

we need to support 1.4GHz on this channel. 

 0.35 0.35 1.4
250r

Bandwidth GHz
T ps

= = =  (19) 

The complex impedance formula was stated in (13). From the equation, we 

see the need for values R, L, G, and C. The background section gave us  (10) to (13), 

for deriving these, based on the physical parameters summarized in Table II. 
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TABLE II 

 
PCB PARAMETERS 

PARAMETER VALUE 
  

W 0.1677 mm 

L 6 mm 

H 0.1016 mm 

T 0.0305 mm 

εr 4.3 

µr 0.9999 

tanδ 0.020 

L 294.1 nH/m 

C 117.6 pF/m 

 

Using these physical parameters we can employ (8) through (13), to calculate 

the complex impedance. Taking full advantage of the ubiquitous nature of 

transmission lines, we can calculate this using only a section of the transmission line. 

The maximum length of this section is dictated by (6) and (20). 

 250 616 6 3.34 4.3

T psrl mmns
rc m
ε

= = =
× × × ×

 (20) 

  The calculation for R is shown in (21). 
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( )

0

8

8 7

3 3 3

61.72 10
0.1677 0.0305

6 1.72 10 4 10 0.9999 1.4

0.1677
0.02 10 197 10 217 10

r
dc ac

l flR R R
wt w

mm
mm mm

mm GHz

mm

ρπµ µ
ρ

π π

−

− −

− − −

×⎛ ⎞= + = × +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞= × ×⎜ ⎟×⎝ ⎠

× × × × × ×
+

= × + × = × Ω

 (21) 

G is derived in (22) for conductivity per meter, and (23) extends that to the 

dimensions of the trace shown in Fig. 8.  

 ( )0 9

3

10.02 2 1.4 4.0636 10
6.69 10

tan r GHzσ δ ω ε ε π π −

−

= × × × = × × ×
×

= ×
 (22) 

 3 56 0.16776.69 10 6.624 10
0.1016

A mm mmG
h mm

σ − −×
= × = × × = ×  (23) 

Combining L and C now we can calculate the complex impedance of the 

transmission line in (24). 

 

3 9 9

0 5 9 13

4

217 10 2 1.4 10 1.76 10
6.62 10 2 1.4 10 7.08 10

49.915 5.012 10

R j L jZ
G j C j

j

ω π
ω π

− −

− −

−

+ × + × × ×
= =

+ × + × × ×

= − ×

 (24) 

Now we have the complex impedance, we convert it to its polar form in (25) 

 

( ) ( )222 2 4

4

49.915 5.012 10

49.915

49.915atan atan 89.99deg
5.012 10

mag

phase

Z real imaginary

realZ
imaginary

−

−

= + = + ×

= Ω

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟×⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (25) 
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Now that we have a target impedance, we need to calculate the complex 

impedance of the connector. Following similar methods as above, we need to have R, 

G, L, and C for the connector. Specifications for the connector include all of these but 

G. To estimate G, we can use the same equation used in the PCB estimates and apply 

them to the dielectric of the connector. This makes two assumptions: first, there is a 

return path for the conductor on the adjacent pin, and second that we can guess the 

material that used in the connector. For the latter we will assume that the connector is 

in a system temperature of 0-50 degrees, and the connector is made of 

tetraflouroethylene-perflouropropolene with a relative permittivity of 2.02 and a loss 

tangent of 0.005 [11]. The other factors needed in the calculation are the physical 

connector geometry. The pin area is the length (5.08mm) times the width of the 

square pin (0.015mm). The spacing is 2.53mm, based on the pin separation. Equation 

(26)  shows the estimation of G for the connector. 

 
( ) 4

90

3 3
4 8

3

1tan 0.005 2 1.4 2.02 7.586 1036 10
5.08 10 0.015 107.586 10 2.366 10

2.53 10

r

con

GHz

AG
h

σ δ ω ε ε π π

σ

−
−

− −
− −

−

= × × × = × × × = ×
×

× × ×
= = × × = ×

×

(26) 

Combining this estimate for G with the other parameters above  

3 9

8 12

3

10 10 2 1.4 5.05 10
2.366 10 2 1.4 1.11 10

67.45 7.51 10

con con
con

con con

R j L j GHzZ
G j C j GHz

ω π
ω π

− −

− −

−

+ × + × ×
= =

+ × + × ×

= − ×

 (27) 

Converting to polar representation, we get  
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( ) ( )222 2 3

3

67.45 7.51 10

67.45

67.45atan atan 89.10deg
7.51 10

mag

phase

Zcon real imaginary

realZcon
imaginary

−

−

= + = + ×

= Ω

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟×⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (28) 

 

Let’s take a closer look at the Zmag for the impedances we have found using 

the Complex Conjugation method. When plotted, it is easily seen that the magnitudes 

of the connector and trace impedances are asymptotically approaching their 

respective L
C

 equivalents as frequency increases, as seen in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 9. Magnitude of Z (Zmag) approaches (sqrt(L/C) for trace.  
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Connector Zmag
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Fig. 10. Magnitude of Z (Zmag) approaches (sqrt(L/C) for the connector.  

 Our objective is to match the magnitude of Z and mitigate the discontinuities. 

As the frequency increases, Zmag converges on the square root L/C . This means that 

as the frequency increases we can substitute the square root L/C for it’s more 

sophisticated cousin with losses and vectors. (29).    

 R j L LZ
G j C C

ω
ω

+
=

+
 (29) 

Once this substitution is in place, the Complex Conjugation solution is the 

exact same solution that the “Pot Hole” Method created. There is no difference 

between the two methods! 

At lower frequencies, the substitution in (29) becomes invalid, as the 

magnitudes are significantly different. As this substitution becomes invalid, the 
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minimum supported rise time increases. Connector mitigation becomes less of an 

issue because the physical distance at which the change from lumped to transmission 

line characteristics is getting longer as well (6). This will be explored as a simulation 

in subsequent chapters. 

Is it possible to dismiss completely the Complex Conjugation solution, as it 

will converge on the solution produced by the “Pot Hole” method?  Phase may 

become an issue if systems become less transient and begin evolving into AC coupled 

systems that use sign waves rather than square waves. When this happens, the phase 

of the signal may be used to carry information. This signal’s phase will now need to 

be preserved. Losses must also be addressed. The losses ignored by the “Pot Hole” 

method are upfront in calculations for the Complex Conjugation method. As 

frequency increases, it will become increasingly desirable to track and budget for 

these losses. 



IV. SIMULATION 

Although the mathematics show that the two solution methods would produce 

the same solution, we will run simulations to validate this method.   

A. Setup 

HSPICE was used to simulate the solutions arrived at in the previous chapter. 

W-model lossy transmission lines, simple drivers, and connector parasitics were used 

in these simulations. The diagram of the simulation circuit is shown in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 11. Simulation Schematic. 

For simulation purposes, the connector has been broken into three sections or 

lumps. In the model specification, we are instructed to not allow the section delay to 

be more than risetime/10. To allow a 250ps rise time, the circuit should be divided 

into three as shown in (30).  
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In a similar vein, the HSPICE suggests [12] that there will be artificial ringing if a 

signal were to have sharp corners around transitions. This artificial ringing can be 

mitigated through the use of a prescribed filter. This circuit also provides the native 

impedance for the driver. A schematic of this filter is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 12. Filter schematic. 

The philosophy behind these simulations is an “n + 1” philosophy combined 

with the idea that modification time is more important than simulation time. Several 

decisions were influenced by this. First, a simple base simulation (n) was established. 

The simulation was modified incrementally, each time establishing a new basis for 

the next modification. Second, wherever possible the parameters of the simulation 

environment were referenced from a single location. All others are calculated insitu. 

All HSPICE code for this thesis is found in the Appendix. 

B. Results 

We must establish a suitable driver for the system under simulation. Given the 

prescribed filter circuit, mentioned in an earlier section, we should check it against a 

simple load before continuing. Fig. 13 illustrates the difference between the filtered 

(thin line) and unfiltered (thick line) outputs when applied to a simple resistive load. 
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The filtered output has a small degradation of the rise time. More importantly, it has 

rounded the sharp corners, whose abrupt changes generate artificial ringing 

indications on the output.  

 

Fig. 13. Filtered and unfiltered output from driver with simple load. 

The slight mismatch of transmission line impedance with respect to the load 

resistor is shown in the first simulation, Fig. 14. Because the signal is reflected 

negatively from the load to the back to the driver, it is slightly above the impedance 

of the line. Note, we are focusing on the input as opposed to the output waveform.  
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Fig. 14. Initial input waveform. 

Following our n + 1 philosophy, we will add the connector. The addition of 

the connector to the simulation causes a local impedance mismatch from the 50Ω of 

the PCB transmission lines to the 67Ω of the connector. This change in impedance 
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causes a perturbation in the input waveform due to reflection, seen in Fig. 15. 

 

Fig. 15. Input waveform with connector. 

A slight digression from our “n+1” strategy is in order. To establish some 

bounds to the efficacy of connector mitigation, the rise time of the signal was varied 

to produce the waveforms shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The figures show the same 

progression of simulations, with different wave-forms highlighted. Starting with a rise 

time of 30ps and ending with a rise time of 1ns. Note that the 1ns rise time is barely 

affected by the connector. For this circuit topology and connector, the lower 

frequency limit for effective connector mitigation is approximately 350MHz. 
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Fig. 16. Connector perturbation with 10ps rise time highlighted. 

 

Fig. 17. Connector perturbation with a 1ns rise time highlighted. 

Fig. 18 illustrates the effect of the connector with the mitigation capacitance 

in place. Note that the strategy is effective in reducing the perturbation by 50%. This 
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value may not seem significant. However, as tolerances and realism are incorporated 

into the simulation the effect of a mismatched connector may cause the input voltage 

to exceed the limits of the driver circuits.  

     

 

Fig. 18. Input waveform with connector and mitigation. 

These simulations confirm that mitigation of connector parasitics can be 

accomplished using the “Pot Hole” method. Using the “Pot Hole” method in lieu of 

the Complex Conjugation method conserves engineering resources. 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

In the interest of design efficiency, the simpler “Pot Hole” method should be 

used as a standard design method. Connector parasitic mitigation is not improved by 

the application of the Complex Conjugation methodology.  

Today, standard signal integrity methodology is broken into two major 

components: wave-shape combined with flight time analysis, followed by a detailed 

timing budget and analysis. Each component has specialized tools, circuit simulators 

for the former, and spreadsheets for the latter. As system speed increases, the need to 

compensate for phase velocity mismatches and to account for all losses will become 

imperative. These should be tracked in a separate analysis similar to the way that 

timing information is handled today.  

Connector impedance mitigation is an important part of designing high-speed 

signal channels. We have examined two methods to achieve this. Both methods 

reached the same solution. This is not to say that some aspects of the Complex 

Conjugation method are not valuable. The tracking of phase and losses have value 

which will achieve increasing merit as the industry moves toward more AC oriented 

systems and toward higher frequencies. 

The next steps in this investigation would be to add more realism to the 

simulations by adding additional lines, realistic data patterns, package models, driver 

models, etc. After the simulations have matured to this level, build and measure a 
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board. Using these measurements, modify the models and mathematics to correlate 

simulations and models with real implementations. 
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HSPICE Code for filter 

.MACRO RCFILT   in       out RFLT=50   TDFLT=.1n 
* 
.prot 
* .Begin RCFILT.inc (RC filter) to match pulse source to 
transmission 
* line   (user must specify impedance (RFLT) and delay (TDFLT) ) 
* TDFLT should be approx. .1*risetime of pulse source 
 
RF1             in       n1    '.0001*RFLT' 
RF2             n1       n2    '.001*RFLT' 
RF3             n2       n3    '.01*RFLT' 
RF4             n3       n4    '.10*RFLT' 
Rout            n4       out   '.90*RFLT' 
* 
.PARAM CTD='TDFLT/RFLT' 
CF1             n1       gnd     '10000*CTD' 
CF2             n2       gnd     '1000*CTD' 
CF3             n3       gnd     '100*CTD' 
CF4             n4       gnd     '10*CTD' 
* 
.unprot 
.EOM 
 

HSPICE Code for Driver Test  

* filter effect on source with only resistive load 
* Simulations in support of   
*PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND CONNECTOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING USING 
COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
.include rcfilt.inc 
.option probe post 
.param total_length = 254mm 
.param load = 50 
.param risetime = 250ps 
.param lumps =3 
.param Rcon =10e-3  
.param Lcon =5.05e-9 
.param Ccon =1.11e-12 
.param Ccomp =919e-15 
.tran 10ps 20ns  
.probe v(in) v(in2) v(pulse) v(pulse2) 
$ syntax name n+ n- pulse v1 v2 tdelay trise tfall tpw tperiod 
Vp pulse gnd pulse 0 10  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
xflt pulse in rcfilt RFLT=load   TDFLT='0.1*risetime' 
Rload in gnd load 
 
Vp2 in2 gnd pulse 0 '10/2'  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
*xflt2 pulse2 in2 rcfilt RFLT=load   TDFLT='0.1*risetime' 
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Rload2 in2 gnd 'load/2' 
 
* 
.end 
 

HSPICE Code for Base Transmission Line Test 

* 254mm transmission line  
* Simulations in support of   
*PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND CONNECTOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING USING 
COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
.include rcfilt.inc 
.option probe post 
.param total_length = 254mm 
.param load = 50 
.param risetime = 250ps 
.param lumps =3 
.param Rcon =10e-3  
.param Lcon =5.05e-9 
.param Ccon =1.11e-12 
.param Ccomp =919e-15 
.tran 10ps 20ns  
.probe v(out) v(in) v(Vp) v(pulse) i(Rload) i(Vp) 
$ syntax name n+ n- pulse v1 v2 tdelay trise tfall tpw tperiod 
Vp pulse gnd pulse 0 10  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
xflt pulse in rcfilt RFLT=50   TDFLT='0.1*risetime'  
wpcb1 in gnd conin gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
$ this is were the connector goes 
rconnect conin conout 1e-5 
$ 
wpcb2 conout gnd out gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
Rload out gnd load 
* 
$Physical specification for a w-model transmission line 
 
.MATERIAL diel dielectric er=4.3, losstangent=0.02 
.material copper metal er=1 ur=0.9999 conductivity=58.1e6  
.shape rect rectangle width=0.1667mm height=0.0305mm 
.layerstack stack 
+layer=(PEC,0.0305mm),layer=(diel,0.1016mm) 
.fsoptions opt1 printdata=yes computegd=yes computers=yes 
accuracy=high 
+gridfactor=3 
.model microstrip W modeltype fieldsolver, 
+Layerstack = stack, fsoptions=opt1, RLGCFILE=micro1.rlgc 
+conductor = (shape(rect, origin=(0,0.1321mm),material=copper) 
 
* 
.end  
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HSPICE Code for Base Transmission Line with Connector 

* 254mm transmission line with connector  
* Simulations in support of   
*PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND CONNECTOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING USING 
COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
.include rcfilt.inc 
.option probe post 
.param total_length = 254mm 
.param load = 50 
.param risetime = 250ps 
.param lumps =3 
.param Rcon =10e-3  
.param Lcon =5.05e-9 
.param Ccon =1.11e-12 
.param Ccomp =919e-15 
.tran 10ps 20ns  
.probe v(out) v(in) v(Vp) v(pulse) i(Rload) i(Vp) 
$ syntax name n+ n- pulse v1 v2 tdelay trise tfall tpw tperiod 
Vp pulse gnd pulse 0 10  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
xflt pulse in rcfilt RFLT=50   TDFLT='0.1*risetime'  
wpcb1 in gnd conin gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
 
rc1 conin n1 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc1 n1 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc1 n1 n2 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc2 n2 n3 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc2 n3 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc2 n3 n4 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc3 n4 n5 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc3 n5 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc3 n5 conout 'Lcon/lumps' 
 
wpcb2 conout gnd out gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
Rload out gnd load 
* 
$Physical specification for a w-model transmission line 
 
.MATERIAL diel dielectric er=4.3, losstangent=0.02 
.material copper metal er=1 ur=0.9999 conductivity=58.1e6  
.shape rect rectangle width=0.1667mm height=0.0305mm 
.layerstack stack 
+layer=(PEC,0.0305mm),layer=(diel,0.1016mm) 
.fsoptions opt1 printdata=yes computegd=yes computers=yes 
accuracy=high 
+gridfactor=3 
.model microstrip W modeltype fieldsolver, 
+Layerstack = stack, fsoptions=opt1, RLGCFILE=micro1.rlgc 
+conductor = (shape(rect, origin=(0,0.1321mm),material=copper) 
 
* 
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.end 
 

HSPICE Code for Base Transmission Line with Connector Rise Time Sweep 

* 254mm transmission line with connector (swept risetimes 10ps-1ns) 
* Simulations in support of   
*PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND CONNECTOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING USING 
COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
.include rcfilt.inc 
.option probe post 
.param total_length = 254mm 
.param load = 50 
.param risetime = 250ps 
.param lumps =3 
.param Rcon =10e-3  
.param Lcon =5.05e-9 
.param Ccon =1.11e-12 
.param Ccomp =919e-15 
.tran 10ps 20ns sweep data=rise 
.probe v(out) v(in) v(Vp) v(pulse) i(Rload) i(Vp) 
$ syntax name n+ n- pulse v1 v2 tdelay trise tfall tpw tperiod 
Vp pulse gnd pulse 0 10  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
xflt pulse in rcfilt RFLT=50   TDFLT='0.1*risetime'  
wpcb1 in gnd conin gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
 
rc1 conin n1 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc1 n1 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc1 n1 n2 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc2 n2 n3 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc2 n3 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc2 n3 n4 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc3 n4 n5 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc3 n5 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc3 n5 conout 'Lcon/lumps' 
 
wpcb2 conout gnd out gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
Rload out gnd load 
* 
$Physical specification for a w-model transmission line 
 
.MATERIAL diel dielectric er=4.3, losstangent=0.02 
.material copper metal er=1 ur=0.9999 conductivity=58.1e6  
.shape rect rectangle width=0.1667mm height=0.0305mm 
.layerstack stack 
+layer=(PEC,0.0305mm),layer=(diel,0.1016mm) 
.fsoptions opt1 printdata=yes computegd=yes computers=yes 
accuracy=high 
+gridfactor=3 
.model microstrip W modeltype fieldsolver, 
+Layerstack = stack, fsoptions=opt1, RLGCFILE=micro1.rlgc 
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+conductor = (shape(rect, origin=(0,0.1321mm),material=copper) 
 
.data rise  
risetime 
1000e-12 
500e-12 
400e-12 
300e-12 
250e-12 
200e-12 
100e-12 
50e-12 
30e-12 
10e-12 
.endd 
* 
.end 
 

HSPICE Code for Base Transmission Line with Connector and Compensation 

* 254mm transmission line with connector and mitigation in place 
* Simulations in support of   
*PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND CONNECTOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING USING 
COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
.include rcfilt.inc 
.option probe post 
.param total_length = 254mm 
.param load = 50 
.param risetime = 250ps 
.param lumps =3 
.param Rcon =10e-3  
.param Lcon =5.05e-9 
.param Ccon =1.11e-12 
.param Ccomp =919e-15 
.tran 10ps 20ns  
.probe v(out) v(in) v(Vp) v(pulse) i(Rload) i(Vp) 
$ syntax name n+ n- pulse v1 v2 tdelay trise tfall tpw tperiod 
Vp pulse gnd pulse 0 10  0 risetime risetime 5ns 10ns 
xflt pulse in rcfilt RFLT=50   TDFLT='0.1*risetime'  
wpcb1 in gnd conin gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
 
$compensation capacitor  
ccmpi conin gnd 'Ccomp/2' 
 
Connector paracitics 
rc1 conin n1 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc1 n1 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc1 n1 n2 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc2 n2 n3 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc2 n3 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
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Lc2 n3 n4 'Lcon/lumps' 
rc3 n4 n5 'Rcon/lumps' 
cc3 n5 gnd 'Ccon/lumps' 
Lc3 n5 conout 'Lcon/lumps' 
 
$compensation capacitor 
ccmpo conout gnd 'Ccomp/2' 
 
wpcb2 conout gnd out gnd  FSmodel=microstrip n=1  l='total_length/2' 
Rload out gnd load 
* 
$Physical specification for a w-model transmission line 
 
.MATERIAL diel dielectric er=4.3, losstangent=0.02 
.material copper metal er=1 ur=0.9999 conductivity=58.1e6  
.shape rect rectangle width=0.1667mm height=0.0305mm 
.layerstack stack 
+layer=(PEC,0.0305mm),layer=(diel,0.1016mm) 
.fsoptions opt1 printdata=yes computegd=yes computers=yes 
accuracy=high 
+gridfactor=3 
.model microstrip W modeltype fieldsolver, 
+Layerstack = stack, fsoptions=opt1, RLGCFILE=micro1.rlgc 
+conductor = (shape(rect, origin=(0,0.1321mm),material=copper) 
 
* 
.end 
 


